
Scale and Ticket 
Tracking 

Improve Efficiency with user-friendly web or mobile software Increase the bottom line

Today's workforce is operating within a fast paced, mobile 
environment, which presents numerous challenges to 
management.  Knowing what's going on at job sites and 
plants that are miles away can be time consuming, 
requiring multiple phone calls, interrupting workflow and 
productivity.  Using our customized dashboards and our 
unique mobile solultion,                   gives you visibility 
into your operations you could only dream of before.
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Export tickets to ERP/CRM packages

Track plant production from miles away

Track job site production instantly

Real time visibility into your daily operations

Reduce the need for phone calls

Automate billing

Mobile app compatible

Give your customers access to their data

Top Benefits

Knowledge is Power

RF Identity

Proud Partner with Alien Technologies



Communication Is Key Eliminate Paperwork And Data Entry
Where are my trucks?  When are they going to 
arrive?  Am I meeting my production goals?  All 
good questions that need to be answered.  With 
our unique and customizable dashboard get all 
the answers in seconds, all with interrupting your 
production workers on the job site.  Our mobile
app gives your employees the information they 
need, when they need it.  Track daily trucking 
productions, material delivered on your job sites,
 plant productivity and more.

- Jordan Rogers

Automatically download scale ticket information
to your ERP/CRM system.  Our easy to use API
allows you to eliminate mind-numbing data 
entry and and takes hours worth of work down
 to minutes.  This allows your employees to work
on more mission critical aspects of their job.  
Imagine getting two extra hours a day of real value 
production work.  With our scale integration 
and ticket integration, it's possible!

Give Your Customers Access To 
Their Data  Web Access To Daily Operations

In todays business life you need access to 
data 24/7 365 days a year.  With our customizable
dashboard you can view the information
that is vital for your business to succeed.  Get
the information you need, when you need it,
any time, anywhere.

Downloading your scale tickets into your system 
is just one of the benefits of using our reporting
and dashboarding tool.  Allow your key customers
and trucking partners access to run their reports
and dashboarding of their own.  Imagine, no 
after the fact arguing over standby time, no load
count discrepencies or quantity issues.  Allowing
your customers to see their data gives you
a competitive advantage.
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